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Comparison is the act of finding out the differences or similarities between two or more people or things. We  
Add –er to compare two things and –est to the adjective to compare tw or more things. 
Example for –er:- The tortoise is slow,but the snail is slower. 
Example for –est:- Susan is tall,but Sara is taller.Jane is the tallest of them all. 
1. Complete the table:- 

Adjective                -er                 -est 
a. Dark   
b. Big   
c. Smart   
d. Safe   
e. Bright   
a. Dark   

                                               
 

2. Make a sentence using the –est form of the word:- 
a. Small- 
b. Wet- 
c. Happy- 
d. Funny- 
e. Lucky- 
 
3. Circle the correct adjectives from the ones given in the brackets:- 
a. He has the (long, longer, longest) rope in the class. 
b. A feather is very (light, lighter, lightest). 
c. My brother is (old, older, oldest) than me. 
d. Maya wrote the (short, shorter, shortest) answer. 
e. I have a (small, smaller, smallest) car.       
 
Some adjectives change in special ways to show comparison. They do not follow any pattern. For example:- 
good, better,  best. 

4. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate adjective from the brackets and complete the sentences:- 
a. This is the ________ movie I have ever watched. (bad / worst) 
b. Eating too much of chocolates is not __________ for your teeth. (good / better) 
c. Virat Kholi is the ________ batsman.( best /good) 
d. Rohit likes his red car _______ than his white car.( more / most)      
e. Raj loves his mother the _________.(most / more) 
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